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Introduction by  
the Management Board

Dear Readers, 

maintaining our course despite rough waters – 
this was our motto to steer deKra through the 
global crises of 2022. and we were successful. de-
spite enormous challenges, we continued to grow.

We were able to leverage opportunities in the 
fields of future mobility, cyber security, and sus-
tainability, and in our traditional core businesses 
such as vehicle inspection. In so doing, we bene-
fited from our strong market positions, a consis-
tent focus on our customers, and the continued 
digitalization of our services.

In 2022 the management board also focused on 
the implementation of Strategy 2025, which is 
aimed at making us a global partner for a safe, 
secure, and sustainable world by our centenary 
year of 2025.

With this in mind, we have anchored sustainability 
in our dna in response to climate change. as an 
independent third party, we now ensure more than 
just safety and security – we also help our custom-
ers to achieve their sustainability objectives.

With regard to our own sustainability objectives, 
our second consecutive ecoVadis platinum rating 
demonstrates that we are working successfully to 
become a carbon-neutral company by 2025. Join 
us on this journey!

 
Stan Zurkiewicz 
Chairman of the management board deKra e.V. 
and deKra Se 
Ceo

Petra Finke 
member of the management board deKra Se 
(from 01.07.2023) 
Cdo

Peter Laursen 
member of the management board deKra Se 
Coo 
head of region north-West europe

Wolfgang Linsenmaier 
member of the management board deKra e.V. 
and deKra Se 
CFo 
hr and organizational excellence

SAFE. SECURE. SUSTAINABLE.
annual report 2022/2023

Go to the online report  https://gb2023.dekra-online.de/en
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Supervisory Board

Dear Readers,

russia’s invasion not only brought great suffering 
to ukraine in 2022, but also resulted in massive 
disruption to global supply chains, confronting 
the international community and the global econ-
omy with many challenges.

this situation also shaped the dialog between 
deKra Se’s Supervisory and management boards. 
the agenda was expanded to include measures 
dictated by operational requirements alongside 
the ongoing implementation of Strategy 2025. 
the success of our collaboration was evident 
from the fact that deKra demonstrated resilience 
and fulfilled its growth potential.

as part of safeguarding the company’s future the 
Supervisory board also oversaw deKra’s future 
strategic development this included, for example, 
leveraging growth areas such as the emerging 
hydrogen economy. deKra is seeking to accel-
erate the transition to a hydrogen-based future 
through its commitment to greater investment 
in hydrogen infrastructure. moreover, deKra is 
pushing to establish a legal framework for the 
safe introduction of hydrogen technologies. In 
the area of e-mobility, deKra already provides 
many compelling services, which are covered in 
more detail in the report.

overall, 2022 was another challenging but ulti-
mately successful year. on behalf of the presiden-
tial and Supervisory boards, I would therefore like 
to take this opportunity to thank all deKra em-
ployees for their contribution. I would also like to 
thank all the members of deKra e.V., as well as our 
customers and business partners, for their trust.

Stefan Kölbl 
president of the presidential board of deKra e.V. 
Chairman of the Supervisory board of deKra Se
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Highlights 2022

deCember 
JOINT VENTURE CERTIFAI

audit and consulting firm pwC germany, deKra, 
and the City of hamburg’s Innovation Starter 
Fund launch a company to test and certify artifi-
cial intelligence (aI) products. 

noVember 
ROAD SAFETY REPORT  
“MOBILITY OF YOUNG PEOPLE”

entitled “mobility of young people,” deKra’s road 
Safety report 2022 highlights the benefits of 
feedback systems to the safety of this high-risk 
group. Vehicle feedback systems help to prevent 
risky driver behavior by monitoring driving style 
and providing feedback.

oCtober 
HYDROGEN CONSUMPTION MEASUREMENT

bmW is relying on deKra’s expertise ahead of 
the launch of the demonstration fleet of the 
iX5 hydrogen. In the powertrain and emissions 
laboratory at the deKra technology Center in 
brandenburg, a prototype is used to measure 
consumption values. 

September 
NEW PRESENCE IN COSTA RICA

the government of Costa rica chooses deKra to 
operate the country’s vehicle inspection program. 
as the global market leader, deKra now conducts 
vehicle inspections in 25 countries. 

July 
PARTNERSHIP WITH STARTUP HYLANE

deKra supports the first commercially operated 
rental fleet of hydrogen-powered commercial 
vehicles in germany, forming a partnership with 
startup hylane. the subsidiary of insurance com-
pany deVK specializes in providing a comprehen-
sive range of hydrogen solutions to the logistics 
sector. 

June 
INFORMATION SECURITY IN BRAZIL

deKra offers assessments in brazil in accordance 
with the tISaX information security standard. 
this enables brazilian supplier companies to 
participate in the recognized platform of the 
automotive industry. a cooperation with industry 
organization “Instituto da Qualidade automotiva” 
(IQa) is helping to serve the brazilian market in 
the most comprehensive manner. 

may 
PROCESS SAFETY IN THE  
FERTILIZER INDUSTRY

deKra introduces its organizational process 
Safety (opS) method at a major fertilizer man-
ufacturer with sites in Spain, France, and the 
united Kingdom. opS identifies and reduces 
process-specific safety risks. 

aprIl 
ECOVADIS PLATINUM RATING CONFIRMED

ecoVadis, the leading international standard for 
sustainability in global value chains, awards deKra 
a platinum medal for the second time in succes-
sion. as a result, deKra is among the top one 
percent of the companies assessed. 

February 
HIGH-VOLTAGE TRAINING EXPANDED

the deKra academy adjusts its diverse portfolio 
to satisfy the extended guidelines of the german 
Social accident Insurance (dguV). In particular, 
practical training has been increased. anyone 
intending to train for the high-voltage sector in 
the future must ensure that the training course 
complies with dguV requirements.

January 
CLOUD-BASED ELEVATOR ANALYSIS

deKra launches lIFt Check, an app for the digital 
analysis of elevators developed in partnership 
with tK elevator. detailed measurements are 
made using a smartphone during just one ride in 
an elevator. the process is fast, easy, and compati-
ble with all elevator models and manufacturers.
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Regions

AMERICAS 
(1,510 EMPLOYEES)

the americas region covers South, Central, and 
north america. as well as product testing, services 
such as exhaust gas testing and vehicle inspec-
tions are key business areas. In recent years, these 
services have been established or expanded in, 
for example, the uSa, brazil, Chile, Costa rica and 
mexico.

 › Vehicle Inspection
 › audit
 › digital & product Solutions 
 › Claims & expertise 
 › Industrial Inspection 
 › advisory & training Services

NORTH-WEST EUROPE 
(3,494 EMPLOYEES)

deKra is expanding its vehicle inspection activ-
ities in the Scandinavian countries. In addition, 
the inspection of plants and power stations as 
well as digital services associated with the Indus-
trial Internet of things play an important role. 
the latter includes remote inspections and online 
monitoring services. arnhem in the netherlands 
is the central location for the company’s diverse 
classic and innovative product testing and certifi-
cation services.

 › Vehicle Inspection
 › digital & product Solutions 
 › advisory & training Services
 › audit
 › Claims & expertise 
 › Industrial Inspection

SOUTH-WEST EUROPE (7,794 EMPLOYEES)

In the South-West europe region, which compris-
es France, Spain, portugal, and morocco, vehicle 
and industrial inspections are among the main 
deKra services. In France, deKra’s second home 
market, the vehicle inspection network is charac-
terized by the company’s own stations and those 
operated by franchise holders.

at the site in málaga, Spain, work focuses on the 
safe connectivity and electromagnetic compati-
bility (emC) of cellphones, smart home products, 
and Industry 4.0 applications. there is also a 
test site for networked driving. the services at 
the site include product testing, the early-stage 
development of test processes, the testing of V2X 
(vehicle-to-everything) technologies, and big data 
applications.

 › Vehicle Inspection
 › temp Work 
 › digital & product Solutions 
 › advisory & training Services
 › audit
 › Claims & expertise 
 › Industrial Inspection 
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GERMANY, SWITZERLAND & AUSTRIA 
(25,001 EMPLOYEES)

these three countries make up one of deKra’s 
key regions, centered on its home market of 
germany. Innovations are rolled out from germa-
ny and future-defining issues such as hydrogen 
and cyber security are being addressed in each of 
these countries. For example, the deKra technol-
ogy Center at the lausitzring in Klettwitz, germa-
ny, is europe’s largest manufacturer-independent 
test track for automated and connected mobility. 

 › Vehicle Inspection
 › temp Work 
 › digital & product Solutions 
 › advisory & training Services
 › audit
 › Claims & expertise 
 › Industrial Inspection 

CENTRAL-EAST EUROPE & MIDDLE EAST 
(7,174 EMPLOYEES)

the portfolio not only includes services for corpo-
rate customers, for example, in connection with 
electromagnetic compatibility. In response to the 
CoVId-19 pandemic, deKra also introduced the 
trusted Facility Certificate as a new standard for 
health and safety at tourist destinations. 

 › Vehicle Inspection
 › temp Work 
 › digital & product Solutions 
 › advisory & training Services
 › audit
 › Claims & expertise 
 › Industrial Inspection 

APAC 
(3,673 EMPLOYEES)

the asia-pacific (apaC) region consists of asian 
countries such as China, Japan, and South Korea, 
as well as australia, new Zealand, and South 
africa. alongside vehicle and plant inspections, 
the business there focuses on product testing for 
the automotive, energy, and medical technology 
industries, as well as for the retail sector. 

 › Vehicle Inspection
 › temp Work 
 › digital & product Solutions 
 › advisory & training Services
 › audit
 › Claims & expertise 
 › Industrial Inspection 
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Service Divisions

VEHICLE INSPECTION 

performing periodic and non-periodic technical 
testing, as well as systematic emission tests for all 
kinds of vehicles.

 › non-periodical Inspection Safety Inspection 
(could include emission)

 › periodical Inspection Vehicle emission test only
 › licensing Services
 › Franchise Services

CLAIMS & EXPERTISE 

delivering automotive and non-automotive 
claims services, vehicle appraisal and manage-
ment services as well as loss adjusting for all 
possible damage.

 › Claims handling
 › loss adjusting
 › Vehicle appraisal Services
 › Vehicle management Services

DIGITAL & PRODUCT SOLUTIONS

Innovating safety and security by creating the in-
telligent testing solutions that contribute to mak-
ing the digitalized and connected world a safer 
place. We are the experts in testing and certifying 
products and new digital technologies.

 › Cyber Security Services
 › emC & rF testing
 › product Certification
 › automotive testing
 › artificial Intelligence & advanced analytics 

Services
 › medical device Certification
 › product Safety testing
 › Connectivity testing
 › big data Services

INDUSTRIAL INSPECTION 

delivering automotive and non-automotive 
claims services, vehicle appraisal and manage-
ment services as well as loss adjusting for all 
possible damage. 

 › advanced ndt
 › buildings & Infrastructure Inspection
 › Calibration
 › Cranes Inspection
 › destructive & labs testing
 › electrical Inspection
 › environmental Inspection &  

ambient Conditions
 › Fire protection – design & Inspection
 › lift Inspection
 › machinery & equipment Inspection
 › mechanized Inspection
 › ndt
 › plant Safety – equipment & plant Inspection
 › pressure equipment Inspection
 › Safety Installations & Ventilation Systems
 › Welding Services

ADVISORY & TRAINING SERVICES

Qualified employees and high-performing com-
panies through competent advisory and training 
services using modern tools and digital technol-
ogies.  

 › health, Safety & environment
 › process Safety
 › Sustainability advisory training
 › automotive business Improvement
 › transport & logistics training
 › Information Security
 › management Systems trainings
 › personal & professional development
 › publicly Funded training
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AUDIT

offering independent audits, assessments and 
management system certifications according to 
international and national standards. 

 › management System Certification
 › personnel Certification
 › expert audits & assessments

TEMP WORK  

Supporting know-how and experience in per-
sonnel-, solution-, event & logistic and human 
resources management.

 › Classic temporary Work
 › Candidate management
 › human resources management Solutions
 › event & logistic management
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Strategy 2025

»deKra is the global  
partner for a safe, secure,  
and sustainable world.«
at deKra, we have been synonymous with safety 
for almost 100 years, always keeping our finger 
on the pulse and paying close attention to the 
needs of our customers. We understand that the 
digital networking of products and systems, as 
well as climate change, are changing and increas-
ing the need for safety and security.

In recent years, the security of personal data and 
networked systems against external attack and 
sustainability have become important aspects 
alongside physical safety and integrity.

For deKra, future mobility, sustainability, and cy-
ber security are among the most important stra-
tegic fields of action in the areas of digitalization 
and the transformation of the global economy. 
Interdisciplinary technologies, such as artificial 
intelligence and remote technologies, are grow-
ing in importance across all services.

We will be focusing our expertise on different 
target groups, addressing current challenges, 
and leveraging all the opportunities available for 
future growth.
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Key figures
here you can gain a rapid overview of deKra’s key figures and other 
performance indicators.

Revenue 2020 2021 2022

Revenue DEKRA SE and regions

revenue deKra Se in € million 3,188.2 3,534.8 3,796.5

of which germany in € million 1,929.6 2,145.7 2,358.5

of which Central east europe & middle east in € million 146.9 166.2 170.7

of which north-West europe in € million 332.6 355.8 365.2

of which South-West europe in € million 497.9 551.1 544.3

of which americas in € million 93.4 94.8 113.5

of which apaC in € million 187.8 221.2 244.3

Revenue DEKRA SE and business areas

revenue deKra Se in € million 3,188.2 3,534.8 3,796.5

of which Vehicle Inspection in € million 1,131.4 1,217.7 1,308.3

of which Claims & expertise in € million 484.5 483.4 514.6

of which product testing in € million 259.3 296.3 317.8

of which Industrial Inspection in € million 507.2 555.0 555.9

of which advisory & training Services in € million 381.7 403.2 410.7

of which audit in € million 81.0 99.9 108.8

of which temp Work in € million 306.2 438.5 539.3

of which other in € million 36.9 40.8 41.1
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Earnings 2020 2021 2022

DEKRA SE group

adjusted earnings before taxes (ebt) in € million 183.8 215.5 210.5

adjusted earnings before interest and taxes (ebIt) in € million 195.9 226.0 226.4

adjusted ebt margin in % 6.1 6.4 6.0

Investment and cash flow 2020 2021 2022

DEKRA SE group

net investement in tangible assets 
(property, plant, and equipment) and intangible assets in € million 89.6 100.6 133.1

gross investement in tangible assets 
(property, plant, and equipment) and intangible assets in € million 96.7 106.6 143.2

Cash flow from operating activities in € million 413.1 367.4 286.3

Balance sheet 2020 2021 2022

DEKRA SE group

total assets in € million 2,739.0 2,811.3 2,812.4

non-current assets in € million 1,775.3 1,839.8 1,848.5

Current assets in € million 963.7 971.5 963.9

equity in € million 808.5 942.8 1,153.5

equity ratio in % 29.5 33.5 41.0

Employees 2020 2021 2022

excluding DEKRA e.V. and DEKRA Digital GmbH

number as of 31/12 43,990 47,770 48,646

personnel expenses in € million 2,101.4 2,327.3 2,550.3
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Corporate Governance

MANAGEMENT BOARD

Stan Zurkiewicz 
Chairman of the management board 
deKra e.V. and deKra Se 
Ceo

Wolfgang Linsenmaier 
member of the management board 
deKra e.V. and deKra Se 
CFo 
hr and organizational excellence

Petra Finke 
member of the management board deKra Se 
(from 01.07.2023) 
Cdo

Peter Laursen 
member of the management board deKra Se 
Coo 
head of region north-West europe

REGIONS

Peter Laursen 
Coo and 
head of region north-West europe 

Guido Kutschera 
executive Vice president 
region germany, Switzerland & austria

Toni Purcaro 
executive Vice president 
region Central-east europe & middle east

Nicolas Bouvier 
executive Vice president 
region South-West europe

John Tesoro 
executive Vice president 
region americas

Mike Walsh 
executive Vice president 
region apaC

SERVICE DIVISIONS

Christoph Nolte 
executive Vice president 
Service division Vehicle Inspection

Wim Ter Voert 
executive Vice president 
Service division Claims & expertise

Fernando Hardasmal 
executive Vice president 
Service division digital & product Solutions

Joakim Wikeby 
executive Vice president 
Service division Industrial Inspection

Lothar Weihofen 
executive Vice president 
Service division advisory & training Services

Roman Zadrozny 
executive Vice president 
Service division audit

Suzana Bernhard 
executive Vice president 
Service division temp Work
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CORPORATE FUNCTIONS

Mark Thomä 
executive Vice president 
marketing & Sales, deKra group

Holger Ewald 
executive Vice president/ Chief Information  
officer (CIo), global Integrated It, deKra group

Guido Ruiz Höhn 
executive Vice president, Chief human resources 
officer (Chro), deKra group

Christian Köhn 
executive Vice president, legal, Compliance & 
data protection, deKra group

Uta Leitner 
executive Vice president, Communications & 
brand management, deKra group

PRESIDENT’S LEGAL ENTITIES

Jann Fehlauer 
executive Vice president 
deKra automobil gmbh germany

Friedemann Bausch 
executive Vice president 
deKra automobil gmbh germany
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Committees

DEKRA E.V.

PRESIDENTIAL BOARD DEKRA e.V.

Stefan Kölbl president, leinfelden-echterdingen [since 06.04.2022]

thomas pleines president, munich [until 06.04.2022]

dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. arndt g. Kirchhoff Vice president, attendorn

prof. thomas edig Zwickau

Klaus-Jürgen heitmann Coburg

bernhard mattes Köln

dr. harald Schwager Speyer

dr. Stefan Sommer meersburg

dipl.-Ing. bernd tönjes marl

dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. peter tyroller Stuttgart

prof. dr. Wolfgang Weiler Coburg

EXECUTIVE BOARD DEKRA e.V.

Stan Zurkiewicz Chairman, Stuttgart [since 06.04.2022]

Stefan Kölbl Chairman, leinfelden-echterdingen [until 06.04.2022]

Wolfgang linsenmaier Freiberg am neckar

ADVISORY BOARD DEKRA e.V.

matthias Wissmann Chairman, ludwigsburg

Stefan Kölbl Vice Chairman, leinfelden-echterdingen [since 06.04.2022]

thomas pleines Vice Chairman, munich [until 06.04.2022]

univ.-prof. dr.-Ing. thomas bauernhansl pforzheim

Staatssekretär a. d. dr. h. c. rudolf böhmler Schwäbisch gmünd

ulrich dietz Stuttgart

Jürgen Karpinski Frankfurt a. m.

mathias Krage hannover

Simone menne Kiel

hildegard müller düsseldorf

Joachim müller münchen

prof. dr.-Ing. habil. markus oeser Stolberg [since 16.03.2022]

dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. andreas renschler Stuttgart

prof. dr. hermann requardt erlangen

prof. dr. thomas Weber Stuttgart
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Committees

DEKRA SE

SUPERVISORY BOARD

Stefan Kölbl Chairman, leinfelden-echterdingen [since 06.04.2022]

thomas pleines Chairman, munich [until 06.04.2022]

monika roth-lehnen Vice Chairman, Wuppertal [employee representative]

ulrich beiderwieden berlin [employee representative, until 06.04.2022]

Frank beimborn ennepetal [employee representative, until 24.03.2022]

hanna binder Stuttgart [employee representative, since 06.04.2022]

prof. dr. Sabine Fließ möhnesee

nicolas gibaudan Suzette, France [employee representative, since 06.04.2022]

Klaus-Jürgen heitmann Coburg

Jean-luc Inderbitzin doulevant-le-Château, France [employee representative]

dipl.-Ing. (Fh) Wilfried Kettner dermbach [employee representative, until 06.04.2022]

dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. arndt g. Kirchhoff attendorn

dipl.-Ing. (Fh) Stephan Kramer henstedt-ulzburg

daniel Kusch Cologne [employee representative, since 24.03.2022]

Jörg leiser ettlingen [employee representative, since 06.04.2022]

laurent masquet 
Saint-Sulpice-et-Cameyrac, France 

[employee representative, until 06.04.2022]

dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. peter tyroller Stuttgart

MANAGEMENT BOARD DEKRA SE

Stan Zurkiewicz Chairman, Stuttgart [since 06.04.2022]

Stefan Kölbl Chairman, leinfelden-echterdingen [until 06.04.2022]

ulrike hetzel renningen [until 31.12.2022]

Wolfgang linsenmaier Freiberg am neckar

peter laursen dK-allerød [since 05.04.2023]

petra Finke emsdetten [from 01.07.2023]
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Future Mobility

Sustainable and  
Safe drive technologies

at the start of 2023, the eu be-
came the first region to decide 
that, from 2035, the only vehicles 
with combustion engines it will 
still approve will be those that 
run only on carbon-neutral syn-
thetic fuels (e-fuels). the future 
will be reserved for sustainable 
drive technologies, and deKra is 
helping to shape the safety and 
security of this future.

TEST CENTER FOR BATTERIES

the demand for testing services for high-perfor-
mance battery modules and packs has increased 
sharply and is set to continue growing. deKra is 
therefore setting up a test center for automotive 
and stationary battery systems at its technology 
Center at the lausitzring in Klettwitz, branden-
burg. Following millions of euros of investment, it 
is set to commence operations at the end of 2024.

the new test center will combine all types of bat-
tery tests under one roof. as well as mechanical 
inspections, these tests will include performance, 
environmental, and misuse tests. all of the ser-
vices will be offered alongside the development 
process and also as part of homologation, certifi-
cation, quality assurance, and market surveillance.

the increasing demand for battery testing is 
directly linked to the upcoming ban on the sale of 
new combustion engine vehicles from 2035, and 
to the strategy adopted by many manufacturers to 
convert their models to electric drives before this 
date.

LAUSITZRING SITE PROFILE

deKra took over the lausitzring on november 1, 
2017. Since then, it has transformed the site from 
a racetrack with a test center into a test center 
with racetrack. today, in combination with the 
neighboring deKra technology Center, which 
opened in 2003, the site forms europe’s largest 
manufacturer-independent testing center for 
tomorrow’s automated and connected mobility.

INVESTMENTS

 › multifunctional area in the paddock
 › noise measurement track
 › Functional and office building
 › platforms and targets for swarm tests on vehi-

cles with automated functions
 › Wi-Fi and 5g networks for controlling tests
 › laboratories at the deKra technology Center
 › powertrain and exhaust emissions laborato-

ry for testing electric and hydrogen-powered 
vehicles

 › expansion of test oval with overland and city 
courses

EXPERTISE IN E-MOBILITY

Critical to the success of e-mobility is the abil-
ity to charge a vehicle at any charging station 
without any problems. Commissioned by the 
California energy Commission, deKra set up the 
Vehicle-grid Innovation lab (VigIl), which offers 
testing and certification services with respect to 
the interoperability of charging technologies. the 
tests are necessary for enabling access to nation-
al and state-level subsidies.

deKra has introduced a new open area test Site 
at its site in arnhem, netherlands, for measuring 
electromagnetic compatibility (emC). this allows 
vehicles that are too large for converted emC 
chambers to be tested; for example, electric bus-
es and e-trucks.

Since summer 2022, the new test bench for elec-
tric motors and electric drive axles has been in 
operation at the technology Center in Klettwitz. 
the powertrain and exhaust emissions laborato-
ry there has been designed to test battery and 
hydrogen-powered vehicles
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Three questions for …
Erik Pellmann 
head of deKra technology Center, 
Klettwitz (brandenburg)

erik pellmann has been the specialist division 
head in charge of the deKra technology Center 
at the Klettwitz site in brandenburg since January 
1, 2023. before that, he was head of powertrain 
and exhaust emissions there. With a degree in 
automotive engineering, the official expert for 
commercial vehicles and qualified vehicle me-
chanic began his career at deKra in 2007, as a 
specialist in powertrain and exhaust emissions at 
the deKra technology Center. 

WHAT NEW DEMANDS IS E-MOBILITY PLACING 
ON DEKRA?

For e-mobility, we need a different set of com-
petencies than those required for combustion 
engines. that is why, among other things, we are 
systematically restructuring our powertrain and 
exhaust emissions laboratory so that our services 
cater for the new drive types. the new test bench 
for electric motors and e-axles is another import-
ant element in this respect.

CAN YOU NAME ANY OTHER ELEMENTS? 

We have designed our roller testing systems to 
test the range of electric vehicles and hydrogen 
consumption in fuel cell vehicles, in addition to 
the usual fuel consumption and emissions in 
combustion engine vehicles. at the Klettwitz site 
there will also soon be a test center for drive 
batteries. here we have a state-of-the-art compe-
tence center for e-mobility, among other things, 
which enables us to support deKra’s core auto-
motive business around the world. 

LOOKING SPECIFICALLY AT DEKRA’S CORE 
BUSINESS, VEHICLE INSPECTIONS ALSO NEED 
TO BE REDESIGNED TO CATER FOR E-MOBILI-
TY. WHAT IS DEKRA DOING IN THIS RESPECT?

We are working hard on developing standards 
and test methods so that any potential risks 
associated with this new technology are consid-
ered and addressed in future general inspections. 
deKra is involved by way of its own research 
projects and is contributing its expertise and 

resources to these developments via its participa-
tion in the respective committees. In the end, it 
will be the regulators – at an increasingly inter-
national level – who will decide on the design of 
these inspections. however, deKra is determined 
to play an important role here.

VOLTA TRUCKS: DESIGNED FOR ELECTRIC,  
DESIGNED FOR SAFETY

With its expertise in e-mobility deKra supports 
companies like Volta trucks in the transition 
to zero-tailpipe-emission transportation. Volta 
trucks was founded in 2019 and, in early 2023, 
announced the first production orders of over 
300 units for its all-electric Volta Zero, specifically 
designed for last-mile urban distribution.

In 2022, deKra tested the Volta Zero at its lab-
oratories in Klettwitz, germany, and arnhem, 
netherlands. both labs are experts in their fields: 
arnhem focuses on e-mobility and charging 
infrastructure testing, whereas Klettwitz sets its 
focus on safety testing as well as connected and 
automated driving.

In arnhem, the charging performance tests of the 
trucks were performed in conjunction with test-
ing the battery management system by charging 
the vehicle at extreme temperatures from -20 
degrees Celsius up to 40 degrees Celsius. For 
interoperability testing, different test scenarios 
were applied to monitor truck behavior during 
the charging process. In Klettwitz, the tests fo-
cused on validating the electrical design system 
of the Volta Zero. among other things, deKra’s 
experts tested the wiring system with regards to 
the cable cross-sections, the fuse concept, the 
interfaces/plug connections, and the design of 
the ground points. For this purpose, the individ-
ual strands to each consumer were loaded with 
current and voltage up to the limits. the tests 
were carried out on the entire vehicle and on a 
separate complete cable harness. Furthermore, 
passive safety tests were conducted to protect 
the driver in the event of an accident.

“We chose to partner with deKra because of the 
state-of-the-art equipment at the facilities and 
the very skilled engineers that are supporting us,” 
says georgios Krikis, high Voltage battery engi-
neer at Volta trucks.
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based on its claim “designed for electric, de-
signed for safety”, Volta trucks’ vision is to be the 
leader in zero-tailpipe-emission transport, reduc-
ing the effects of global warming and making 
our cities safer, healthier, and more pleasant for 
everyone. as a global partner for a safe, secure, 
and sustainable world, deKra is proud to support 
this mission.

SUMMARY – AROUND 100 YEARS OF EXPERTISE 
IN COMMERCIAL VEHICLE TESTING

on the basis of its expertise, deKra is in an excel-
lent position to develop solutions for safe, secure, 
and sustainable mobility. the current focus is on 
battery and hydrogen-based drive technologies 
as well as safe and secure networked and auto-
mated driving. For this purpose, deKra has set 
up a global laboratory network with locations in 
China, america, and europe. the labs in europe 
comprise the three outstanding sites at arnhem, 
netherlands, málaga, Spain, and Klettwitz, ger-
many, which is home to the deKra technology 
Center and europe’s largest independent test 
center for networked and automated driving. 
deKra is continuing to invest heavily in future 
mobility at all sites. the Klettwitz site with the 
lausitzring has a particularly important function 
on this journey into the future.
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Fast battery test

how healthy is the drive battery?

the value of a used electric  
vehicle depends largely on the 
condition of the drive battery.

deKra has therefore developed a patented fast 
battery test, which was rolled out in germany, 
benelux, and Scandinavia in 2022. Fifteen min-
utes is all it takes to produce a reliable assess-
ment of the drive battery’s state of health.

IN BRIEF – FAST BATTERY TEST

In contrast to other methods, a very short test 
drive of around 100 meters is already enough for 
the deKra fast battery test. the onboard diag-
nostic interface reads out the battery key data, 
which are then analyzed by means of algorithms, 
artificial intelligence, and an extensive model da-
tabase. after this parameterization, deKra soft-
ware evaluates the measured values. the process 
was validated by rWth aachen university and is 
protected by international patent.
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Microchips tested

Safe autonomous driving

as was the case with e-mobility, 
Chinese companies are also pio-
neers when it comes to another 
important area for the future: 
autonomous driving.

among the innovators is black Sesame technol-
ogies, headquartered in Shanghai. the company 
has set itself the highest standards of function-
al safety in the development of its microchips. 
deKra has awarded the company – as the world’s 
first supplier of automotive-grade computer chips 
for autonomous driving – the ISo 26262:2018 
aSIl Functional Safety process Certificate.

„the ISo 26262 standard is the 
leading international standard 
for functional safety in the auto-
motive industry, and is thus a 
prerequisite for operating in the 
future market of autonomous 
driving.“

Dr. Kilian Aviles, Senior Vice President of DEKRA APAC 
and Managing Director of DEKRA China.

the standard covers functional safety require-
ments throughout the entire product life cycle. 
black Sesame technologies worked closely with 
deKra for almost a year on the design of the 
necessary functional safety management system 
(FSmS). this included compiling around 100 spe-
cial documents, such as operating policies and 
review and audit checklists.

“through combination with an FSmS and the cor-
responding development processes in compliance 
with ISo 26262, the risks and systematic errors 
identified during the product development stage 
can be managed effectively and the functional sa-
fety requirements fulfilled in order to ensure that 
the products are safe and reliable,” says gerhard 
rieger, Senior Vice president global Functional 
Safety, deKra Se.

Gerhard M. Rieger 
Senior Vice president global Functional Safety, 
deKra Se 

gerhard m. rieger is responsible for functional 
safety and the international standard automotive 
Software process Improvement Capability de-
termination (aSpICe) at deKra dIgItal. he also 
conducts training on ISo 26262, IeC 61508, and 
en 5012x and developed the deKra personnel 
certification program “professional Functional 
Safety engineer/manager” for the automotive, 
semiconductor, railway, and process industries. 
gerhard m. rieger has written several specialist 
articles and is the author of the book “Funktiona-
le Sicherheit nach ISo26262” (Functional Safety 
according to ISo26262). 

Dr. Kilian Aviles 
Senior Vice president of deKra apaC and  
managing director of deKra China. 

dr. Kilian aviles joined deKra in 2015 and has 
since held several key positions in asia, including 
regional head of Strategy & head of product tes-
ting and managing director of taiwan and auto-
motive & hightech testing business. he is now 
managing director of deKra mainland China and 
hong Kong. 
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Cyber Security

building resilience

Cyber attacks are a growing thre-
at. Current figures from Check 
point research (Cpr) show that 
in 2022 the number of attacks 
in germany rose by 27 percent. 
Worldwide, companies recorded 
an average of 1,200 attacks each 
week in the fourth quarter of 
2022.

these attacks targeted not only companies, but 
also governments, administrative bodies, and 
consumers. through its Cyber Security hub (CS 
hub), deKra is taking a holistic, 360-degree ap-
proach to cyber security.

CYBER SECURITY HUB

deKra’s CS hub helps people, products, and 
organizations become more resilient to the risks 
posed by the internet. Its core competencies 
include functional safety and product testing. the 
automotive sector is a particular focus for the CS 
hub because cars already have a high degree of 
connectivity, which means there is a considerable 
risk of cyber attacks that could endanger human 
lives.

to help the automotive sector become more resil-
ient, the CS hub tests and certifies in accordance 
with international cyber security regulations and 
standards. the “global Cyber Security outlook 
2023” published at the World economic Forum in 
davos confirms that 29 percent of company direc-
tors are in favor of bringing in stricter regulations 
for cyber resilience.

For automotive manufacturers, certification in 
accordance with uneCe regulations r155 and 
r156 is of enormous significance for type ap-
proval. It verifies that a vehicle has a functional 
cyber security management system (r155) and a 
software update management system (r156). In 
addition to technical inspections, cyber security 
training for CS hub customers plays a key role in 
increasing employee resilience.

Three questions for …
Andy Schweiger 
Senior Vice president global Cyber Security  
Services deKra

as SVp Cyber Security Services, andy Schweiger 
is actively driving and supporting the implemen-
tation of the group’s strategic goals as well as all 
transformation initiatives around cyber security. 
Within his role he also owns the global responsi-
bility for cyber security including the deKra Cyber 
Security hub.

andy brings 25 years of experience in innovation 
and digital transformation and +5 years in the tIC 
industry where he has held different positions in 
consultation and top management. he has broad 
experience in scaling and strategically developing 
cyber security services business and cross-indus-
try development of digital products and services. 
andy has an academic background in business 
administration and business engineering.  

WHAT ARE THE GREATEST CHALLENGES IN THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF CYBER SECURITY? 

the battles between the attackers and defenders 
in the cyber security war are becoming increas-
ingly intense. although hardware and software 
solutions are growing in complexity, the security 
deficits in systems are also increasing, and cyber 
attacks are more sophisticated than ever before. 
to give an example: these days, a car may have 
around one million strings of software source 
code – and this number is increasing. as a rule of 
thumb, this could result in around 150,000 bugs, 
of which 10 percent could be used for cyber at-
tacks, i.e., 15,000 potential gateways for hackers!
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HOW IS DEKRA’S CYBER SECURITY HUB  
HELPING TO MAKE THE WORLD SAFER FROM 
CYBER ATTACKS?

our work is making an important contribution 
to the review of cyber security standards and 
regulations that, for one thing, are used to inform 
legislation. With our neutral testing expertise, we 
help our customers prophylactically identify vul-
nerabilities in the very early stages of developing 
their products or services. these risks are often 
overlooked and could have disastrous conse-
quences in the event of a cyber attack.

CYBER SECURITY IS A VERY DYNAMIC FIELD. 
HOW DO YOU ADAPT TO THE NEW STRATEGIES 
USED BY ATTACKERS?

the crucial factor here is the exchange of knowl-
edge within our Cyber Security hub and between 
cyber security experts worldwide. our aim is to 
build resilience against dubious subcultures in 
the far reaches of the internet. In concrete terms, 
we are relentlessly expanding our teams’ exper-
tise through professional development and dia-
log between different cyber security disciplines, 
through collaboration with universities, and 
through participation in specialist work groups. 
moreover, the Cyber Security hub operates as 
an interdisciplinary community in which the 
exchange of expertise across national borders, 
specialist disciplines, and cultural contexts takes 
place on a daily basis. our vision is for us and our 
team to establish a central cyber security think 
tank with a pool of more than 300 experts who 
are passionate about building cyber resilience.

CYBER SECURITY IN PRACTICE:  
CLOSING THE REGULATORY GAP

the consequences of a cyber attack on the 
charging infrastructure for electric cars could be 
serious, but this is something that people have 
not yet fully understood. Such attacks range from 
a (wide-scale) power outage and dangerously ele-
vated currents to the misuse of personal data and 
payment details. Should an attacker manage to 
gain access to a charging station, they could also 
potentially disable the entire charging network – 
a nightmare for any charging network operator 
or for the car driver who depends on charging 
being reliable and secure.

Charging infrastructure cyber security is still in 
its infancy. although existing regulations cover 
individual aspects of cyber security, no specific 
standards have been established so far. this is 
something that the eu and the uSa are currently 
working on. however, until they come into effect, 
some countries are using existing standards, 
such as etSI en 303 645, as a point of reference.

as a result, the manufacturers and operators of 
charging infrastructure are not yet obliged to 
have the cyber security of their products or net-
works tested. however, deKra has already made 
preparations by developing an extensive cyber 
security certification program that completes its 
portfolio of services for safe charging infrastruc-
ture.

It includes checking the infrastructure’s interop-
erability, its compliance with national and inter-
national standards, and its electrical safety and 
electromagnetic compatibility. this end-to-end 
testing ensures safe communication between 
the electric vehicle, the charging station, and the 
charging point operator.
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»We offer the largest testing sco-
pe and the most comprehensive 
accreditations in the sector and 
can therefore test any charging 
infrastructure from end to end.«

Vincent Roes, Head of Strategic Development and 
Vice-President Service Division Product Testing

the cyber security certification program meets 
the specific requirements of the electric vehicle 
charging infrastructure. It is based on recog-
nized cyber security standards, supplemented 
by the knowledge of deKra’s e-mobility experts. 
“our program overcomes a regulatory security 
deficit and will be a bridge for our customers, so 
that new regulations can be implemented in the 
various regions,” says Vincent roes. the program 
was developed under the leadership of the prod-
uct testing Service division. Following its roll-out 
in málaga, the service is now also being offered in 
the laboratory in arnhem, netherlands, which is 
the deKra competence center for charging infra-
structure. the service is also set to be introduced 
at the labs in asia and the uSa.

E-MOBILITY – SECURE ENCRYPTION

the deKra certification stamp on a charging 
station tells the electric car driver that the device 
has successfully passed the cyber security certifi-
cation program. this includes testing for vulner-
abilities, for example, and means that user and 
charging process data are encrypted and stored 
safely, thus minimizing the potential for misuse.

SUMMARY – THE ACHILLES  
HEEL OF DIGITALIZATION

each new level of digitalization shifts cyber secu-
rity further into the spotlight. deKra’s response 
to this has been to build expertise and solutions 
in its dedicated CS hub. as a result, the compa-
ny has an excellent position in a market that is 
estimated to grow to as much as 250 billion euros 
by 2035.
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Cyber Security in practice

app mania – playing it safe

the popularity of mobile applica-
tions (apps) is unwavering.  
Statistics show that, at the start 
of 2023, around 2.68 million apps 
were available in the google play 
Store. 

however, these millions of apps also mean count-
less potential risks – especially when security has 
not been thoroughly tested. to ensure that apps 
are tested properly and application data are pro-
tected, the google-initiated app defense alliance 
(ada) has introduced a security check: the mobile 
application Security assessment (maSa).

developers benefit from testing their applications 
according to the maSa process, as it builds trust 
with the user if the app has been tested thor-
oughly in terms of security and data protection. 
there are just five providers that are authorized 
by the ada to conduct these tests, and deKra is 
one of them.

deKra maintains close dialog with developers at 
all stages of the maSa process. In terms of data 
protection, for example, developers are required 
to clearly document how they collect and use 
personal data. If they resolve the vulnerabilities 
identified vulnerabilities and successfully pass the 
test, they receive an official security certification 
stamp.

APP SECURITY – SIX TEST CATEGORIES

 › data storage and data protection
 › Cryptography
 › authentication and session management
 › network communication
 › platform interaction
 › Code quality and build settings

Three questions for …
Rubén Lirio Vera 
business line manager Cybersecurity testing & 
Certification

as business line manager, rubén is actively shap-
ing the product testing portfolio within deKra’s 
Cyber Security hub and is also steering the 
onboarding of new cyber security solutions on a 
global level.

rubén is an experienced professional and lead-
er with a track record of over 15 years in the It 
industry. he is an advocate for driving successful 
transformational initiatives within the organi-
zation and is known for building efficient teams 
that successfully bring new cybersecurity services 
to life.

his driven personality and his entrepreneurial 
background as a start-up founder, make him a 
respective member of different working groups, 
including the european union agency for Cy-
bersecurity (enISa), where he is contributing to 
enhancing future activities in the Cyber Security 
market analysis.

MORE AND MORE DEVELOPERS ARE HAVING 
THEIR APPS TESTED BY DEKRA. WHAT ARE THE 
MOST FREQUENT VULNERABILITIES? 

developers fail most frequently when it comes to 
authentication, session management, data stor-
age, and data protection. this applies to around 
40 percent of applications, and 90 percent fail in 
at least one test category. however, this is not re-
ally surprising because they are currently adapt-
ing their apps to proven security processes.

HOW DID DEKRA MANAGE TO BECOME ONE OF 
THE FIVE MASA PARTNERS?

truth be told, it was a long process. For one 
thing, deKra had to pass a technical assessment 
in order to become qualified. and we also had to 
offer the service on the basis of a fully developed 
process that was accredited to ISo 17025. Fur-
thermore, we had to ensure we met the require-
ments for quality and service level agreements. 
We were able to do this thanks to our qualified 
personnel and feedback from our customers.
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WHAT ARE THE CURRENT TRENDS IN APP DE-
VELOPMENT AND WHAT DO THEY MEAN FOR 
SECURITY TESTING?

We are seeing more and more customers devel-
oping applications according to the security by 
design principle. as a result, certifying the apps is 
much easier because developers use proven pro-
cesses from the design phase onward. another 
important trend is the use of artificial intelligence 
and machine learning. these technologies enable 
apps to understand user behavior in order to 
deliver personalized experiences. this is some-
thing that maSa might be testing soon, to ensure 
that the apps comply with ethical principles. and 
lastly, cloud-based services are enabling greater 
flexibility, scalability, and security in the develop-
ment of mobile applications.
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Sustainability

Clear Commitment,  
many Questions

What is my new laptop’s carbon 
footprint? Can I rely on the batte-
ry in my electric car? how much 
does the business I work for 
focus on sustainability? Is a given 
product or service climate-neu-
tral? as we move toward a sus-
tainable future, our society finds 
itself grappling with questions 
like these. 

Consumers want to be secure in the knowledge 
that their actions do not have a negative impact on 
our climate, that they do not adversely affect other 
people’s lives, and that they can use new technol-
ogies with peace of mind. they want to be able to 
trust the companies that are engaged in this pro-
cess of transformation. this requires a neutral third 
party that can ensure comparability, transparency, 
and reliable inspection processes while helping 
those involved to do the right thing.

WIDE RANGE OF SERVICES AROUND DOING 
BUSINESS SUSTAINABLY

deKra supports its customers on their path to 
becoming sustainable businesses. We offer more 
than 500 services spanning the key issues of the 
transition to clean energy, environmental, social, 
and governance (eSg), and building a circular econ-
omy. In doing so, we help organizations to focus, 
and deliver on the right priorities for themselves 
and their stakeholders, as well as to review and 
communicate what they have already achieved – in 
turn establishing trust.

A SAFE PATH TO SUSTAINABILITY

deKra takes the public’s hopes for genuine sus-
tainability seriously. around a third of deKra’s 
services are geared toward the transition to clean 
energy, eSg goals, and building a circular econo-
my. “our contribution toward a speedy and safe 
transformation comes in the form of our broad 
portfolio of services. as a result, we are one of 
the top providers of eSg assurance services and 
have been listed in the renowned Verdantix eSg 
assurance Services buyer’s guide,” says Sebastian 
bartels, Senior Vice president and head of the Sus-
tainability Services Corporate Focus area.

deKra helps its customers with their strategic 
decisions and offers highly practical assistance 
with the product creation process – for instance, 
with testing, analysis, verification, and developing 
expertise.

as an independent third party, the organization 
also verifies the carbon footprint of consumer 
goods. these include computers made by global 
brands such as lenovo. We inspect and certify new 
product groups in the electric vehicles sector, such 
as batteries, charging infrastructure, and the eVs 
themselves, and we provide the same services for 
products that generate renewable energy, such as 
photovoltaic modules and wind turbines. deKra is 
also supporting the development of infrastructure 
for the hydrogen economy. Sebastian bartels sums 
up the strengths deKra has to offer as follows: 
“our customers value our local, technical, and 
cross-sector experience coupled with our global 
view of the broad landscape of different sustain-
ability considerations – from energy technologies, 
efficient methods, and processes to product sus-
tainability and organizational sustainability.”

SUMMARY – WEALTH OF EXPERTISE  
FOR SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

From helping to establish a hydrogen economy 
and inspecting renewable energy facilities to 
certifying products intended for daily use, deKra 
brings its expert knowledge of safety and sus-
tainability to many different areas. this makes it 
possible to align existing value chains with the 
decarbonized economy of the future.
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Hydrogen

a key role to play in  
decarbonization

hydrogen has the potential to 
play a crucial role in the de-
carbonization of industry and 
transportation, whether in the 
production of “green steel,” the 
operation of carbon-neutral 
trucks, buses, and cars, or over 
the long term in the decarboni-
zation of travel by air and sea. 

deKra assists its customers from the vehicle 
manufacturing industry in creating new products 
safely. For instance, deKra supported bmW in 
moving toward its limited production run of the 
iX5 hydrogen, a fuel cell vehicle based on the X5. 
testers at the deKra technology Center, which is 
already equipped for the specific requirements 
of fuel cell vehicles, reliably compared the vehi-
cle’s consumption levels with the manufactur-
er’s figures in the Worldwide harmonized light 
Vehicles test procedure (Wltp) driving cycle. the 
independent measurement by the deKra experts 
was an essential prerequisite before the limited 
run could start.

»the development of a safe and 
robust hydrogen infrastructure 
is essential for the successful 
decarbonization of industry and 
transportation.«

Dr. Christoph Flink, Hydrogen Economy Program 
Management at DEKRA

In a partnership with the german startup, hylane, 
deKra has also offered assistance with the first 
commercially operated rental fleet of hydro-
gen-powered goods vehicles in germany. the 
deKra experts will be monitoring the vehicles at 
the rental customers’ premises throughout their 
life cycle – from initial handover to end of service.

deKra is also committed to a well-functioning 
hydrogen economy that extends beyond the 
products themselves. Currently, a key area for 
action in this regard is delivering the relevant 
infrastructure. “the development of a safe and 
robust hydrogen infrastructure is essential for 
the successful decarbonization of industry and 
transportation,” says dr. Christoph Flink, who 
is responsible for hydrogen economy program 
management at deKra. the organization is 
making its expertise available to help advance the 
successful establishment of such infrastructure, 
working together with partners in the hydrogen 
europe association. “today, deKra is one of the 
market leaders in safety testing for gas stations 
in germany; we want people to feel just as safe at 
hydrogen refueling stations,” dr. Flink explains..
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Wind power

top performance in  
extreme conditions

Similar tp photovoltaic systems, 
wind power is a key technology 
for the transition to green energy. 
Wind turbines have to withstand 
extreme conditions – particularly 
when installed offshore – while, 
at the same time, operating safe-
ly and economically. every outa-
ge or accident has a big financial 
impact. 

deKra supports its customers throughout the 
lifetime of their wind turbines. For example, 
regular inspections and other mandatory checks 
are carried out during their working life. deKra is 
currently supporting various onshore wind farms 
as well as offshore projects such as borkum riff-
grund 1 + 2 and dan tysk.

Three facts about 
safe wind power
Why is it becoming increasingly important to 
inspect turbines?

to meet the growing demand for renewable 
energy, it is essential for green electricity to be 
generated in a reliable manner. the safety of 
the facilities plays a crucial role here. In carrying 
out an inspection, deKra satisfies all the legal 
requirements, enabling a turbine or facility to be 
run safely.

What makes inspections so challenging –  
onshore and offshore?

due to the specific hazards at play, the safety 
inspections on and around wind turbines require 
a high degree of expertise and a whole series of 
safety training programs. the weather conditions 
can sometimes be extreme, both onshore and 
especially offshore. If the wind speed and wave 
height exceed a certain threshold out at sea, it 
becomes impossible to work on turbines or reach 
them by boat.

What are the key factors in the safe operation 
of turbines?

good care and upkeep. this depends crucially on 
adequate maintenance and the prompt repair of 
any faults – which, in turn, involves identifying 
even the slightest deviations from a turbine’s 
target condition. this makes it possible for the 
operator to take timely and cost-effective correc-
tive action.
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Photovoltaics

output and reliability in focus

photovoltaic systems are an in-
tegral part of the transition to 
clean energy. In 2021, there was 
no better developed source of 
renewable energy generation. 
experts expect output to increa-
se from 286 gW in 2023 to 460 
gW in 2030. 

already, 80 percent of the leading global manu-
facturers of solar modules make use of deKra’s 
wide-ranging portfolio of services. In China, too, 
deKra is now doing even more to ensure that so-
lar modules are made reliably and sustainably. In 
2022, the organization set up its largest and most 
advanced solar laboratory to date, in baoshan, 
Shanghai.

the new, 2,600-square-meter lab offers inspec-
tion and certification services along the entire 
solar value chain: from raw materials to compo-
nents and modules right through to power facility 
operation and low-carbon certification.

»thanks to our new laboratory, 
we can meet the Chinese solar 
industry’s growing demand for 
high-quality inspection and certi-
fication services.«

Mike Walsh, Head of the APAC Region at DEKRA and 
Executive Vice President of the DEKRA Group

In establishing its Shanghai renewable energy 
testing Center, deKra has underlined its commit-
ment to the sustainable business practices of the 
future.
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